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Dear Sir/Madam
Even though the multicultural agenda has been in progress around the world for most of last
century, I wish to point out the issues where it does not work and will not work in Australia.
When Australia had the white Australia policy, most of the immigrants came from Christian
countries which included England, America, Italy, Germany, Holland, France, Switzerland,
Austria, etc.
Even though the languages were different, the imigrant cultures were based on the foundation
of the Australian Constitution - ie. the Christian Heritage with Jesus, the Bible and 10
Commandments as the cornerstone.
This made all of these immigrants fully compatible after they assimilated into the Australian
culture.
I believe (and it is shown in overseas European Countries) that non-christian based faiths are
NOT COMPATIBLE with our way of life, and that they will NOT ASSIMILATE with our
population, and will be a constant irritation to laws and society.
For example - would a Muslim accept the following:
- Eating non-halal food when halal food is available?
- Marriage to a another person of a different religion (without the requirement of that
person becoming a Muslim)?
- Integrating fully with Australian Society - football / soccer / Western music / banking
system / housing system, etc?
- Allowing their women to dress like western women with their bodies exposed as shown
in commercials or as Australians are on the beach?
- Will they accept homosexual and lesbian lifestyles?
- Will they be truthful to Western people?
The Muslims will not integrate with ANY Western society as shown in many countries Holland, France, Germany, Switzerland, England.
There are also issues with other nationalities and faiths, but it would take too long to expand
on them here.
So I believe that multiculturalism is a DANGEROUS AGENDA that will destroy Western
culture, and it may not affect us now, BUT IT WILL CHANGE SOCIETY FOR OUR
CHILDREN TO A EASTERN STYLE LIFESTYLE.
So please check the web for these integration problem issues, and consider the direction of
Australia very carefully.
God Bless

